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Introduction

Alcohol is a multi-dimensional entity. It has been around for thousands of years and has been known for its many stimulating and mind altering effects. Alcohol is in essence, a drug, pure and simple. It is a drug which is so commonly available in so many different forms and guises that it is often hard to even look at it in that way.

Alcohol is truly in a class of its own. It doesn’t carry the same kind of stigma or social abhorrence which other drugs of abuse such as cocaine, methamphetamines, lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) etc., carry. Alcohol is widely accepted in the society and consumed by everyone, young and the old alike, women and men included. In some societies, alcohol consumption is even accepted as part of normal social etiquettes. Alcohol is thus, all pervasive and is in this way is the most dangerous drug known to mankind.

Alcohol is the first thing people go for when they are at a social gathering and are looking to have a pleasant time. It is the first choice in the long list of things which can make a person feel intoxicated and give that feeling of high. Being milder in its 1st time effects when compared with other drugs such as nicotine, people falsely believe that there is very little chance of getting addicted to alcohol. However, the brain’s reward pathways are rarely under voluntary control. For once the brain senses a certain activity giving it pleasure; it will rewire the brain chemistry in a way which makes the person want to have more of that activity. The activity here in this case being consumption of alcohol.

Slowly over a period of time, the person craves more of the drug, to achieve the same kind of high as earlier. He thus starts consuming more and more alcohol until a point comes when normal brain chemistry simply cannot function without alcohol. The brain’s neurobiology has been permanently changed. As an example of the kind of brain chemistry changes which take place, the following image shows the brain scan of a methamphetamine addict and a non-addict [Figure 1].

Thus, alcohol is a powerful drug. It affects several neurological pathways and causes significant changes in the brain. Some of the neurological pathways known to be affected by alcohol consumption include
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the dopaminergic, serotoninergic, $\gamma$-amino butyric acid (GABA) and glutamate pathways.

Alcohol, as a drug, like all the other drugs affects the central nervous system (CNS). The type of alcohol commonly consumed is ethanol with different alcoholic beverages containing different percentages of it. Ethanol acts to depress brain function, very much in the style of an anesthetic. Ethanol at low blood concentrations releases behaviours that are otherwise inhibited and usually produces feelings of relaxation and good mood which may facilitate socializing. Thus at low doses, ethanol is possibly useful. Caution however, needs to be exercised as even low quantities of alcohol affect the ability of hippocampus to process information, which in turn impairs memory formation. Higher doses of alcohol affect the brain further by inducing intoxication wherein the person may experience temporary loss of coordination and judgment.

It must be kept in mind, however that the simple consumption of alcoholic beverages does not make a person alcohol-dependent (AD). The difference between an alcohol addict and an alcohol non-addict goes beyond the quantity and intensity of alcohol consumed. Long-term alcohol abuse produces physiological changes in the brain such as tolerance and physical dependence. These changes in the brain chemistry maintain the alcoholic's compulsive inability to cease alcohol consumption drinking and results in alcohol withdrawal syndrome (AWS) upon discontinuation of alcohol. An alcoholic is therefore aware of the harm caused by alcohol on his or her health but, is unable to control such compulsive drinking impulses. Diagnosis of alcoholism is performed via questionnaire based screening methodologies wherein destructive drinking patterns are ascertained. Furthermore, due to both physical and societal factors, the alcoholic woman is more susceptible, compared to the alcoholic man, at suffering the consequences of uncontrolled alcohol consumption.$^{[1,2]}$

Discussion

Neurobiology of alcoholism

Alcohol addiction takes place primarily through two means. The first is a positive reinforcement method and the second is a negative reinforcement method. Positive reinforcement represents an environmental situation in which a rewarding stimulus or experience (e.g., alcohol-induced euphoria) increases the chances that the individual displays a certain response (e.g., alcohol-seeking behavior). Negative reinforcement refers to an increase in behavioural patterns, such as alcohol ingestion, if the behavior facilitates the individual to circumvent or avoid an aversive stimulus. An alcoholic trying to abstain from drinking may experience a range of aversive stimuli in the form of alcohol withdrawal symptoms: irritability, anxiety and dysphoria. It is precisely such symptoms which make abstinence difficult and a relapse possible.$^{[4]}$

Hence, what begins as a mild way to seek pleasure, soon turns into a full-fledged addiction as the alcohol begins to cause widespread neuroadaptations in the brain, causing the person to convert from an alcohol non-addict to an alcohol addict. Such changes in the reinforcing value of alcohol during the transition from alcohol use to dependence reflect adaptive neural changes resulting from chronic exposure to high alcohol quantities. Thus, while on one hand, the early stages of nondependent alcohol use is largely motivated by alcohol's positive reinforcing effects, the drinking behavior in the dependent state is likely driven by both the positive and negative reinforcing effects of the drug. Neuroadaptations leading to dependence are driven by a constellation of processes which heighten motivation for alcohol consumption. Such neuroadaptations cause alcohol withdrawal symptoms upon cessation of drinking.$^{[4]}$
It has been posited by\(^6\) that the negative-affective state induced by alcohol withdrawal and especially the increase in anxiety\(^6\) is a major driving force in the propensity for relapse to alcohol-seeking behavior. The mechanisms involved behind alcohol sensitization, tolerance, withdrawal and dependence are discussed in the following sections.

**The reward pathways**

Underlying the brain changes and neuroadaptations are the reward and stress circuits of the brain. A neural circuit comprises of a series of neurons which send electro chemical signals to one another. An activated neuron sends chemical signaling molecules called neurotransmitters through the neural circuit which bind to specific molecules called the receptors. Depending upon the circuit involved, the binding of these neurotransmitters may cause excitatory or inhibitory signals to be passed further along the circuit.

Alcohol interacts with several neurotransmitter systems in the brain’s reward and stress circuits. These interactions result in alcohol’s acute reinforcing effects. Following chronic exposure in alcohol’s acute reinforcing effects. Following chronic exposure, these interactions in turn cause changes in neuronal function that underlie the development of alcoholism. The following text introduces some of the neural circuits relevant to AD, categorized by neurotransmitter systems. These neural circuits include the dopaminergic, serotoninergic, glutamatergic and GABAergic neural circuits.

**Dopamine pathway**

Dopamine is a neurotransmitter primarily involved in a circuit called the mesolimbic system, which projects from the brain’s ventral tegmental area to the nucleus accumbens. This circuit affects incentive motivation, i.e., how an organism reacts to incentive changes in the environment.

Studies have shown that dopamine has a role in the incentive motivation associated with acute alcohol intoxication. This is so because alcohol consumption can be blocked by injecting low doses of a compound that interferes with dopamine’s normal activity (i.e., a dopamine antagonist) directly into the nucleus accumbens.\(^7,8\) Furthermore, the consumption of alcohol and simply the anticipation of availability of alcohol results in production of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens, determined by the increased levels of dopamine in the fluid outside neurons.\(^9\) However, lesions of the mesolimbic dopamine system do not completely abolish alcohol-reinforced behavior, indicating that dopamine is an important, but not essential, component of alcohol-reinforcement.\(^10\) Finally, alcohol withdrawal produces decreases in dopamine function in dependent individuals and this decreased dopamine function may contribute to withdrawal symptoms and alcohol relapse.\(^11\)

**Serotonin pathway**

The neurotransmitter serotonin (also known as 5-hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT) has been a target of interest for potential pharmacotherapy for alcoholism for a long time because of the well-established link between serotonin depletion, impulsivity and alcohol-drinking behavior in rats and humans.\(^12\) According to\(^13\) pharmacological compounds that target the serotonin system by inhibiting neuronal reuptake of serotonin, thereby prolonging its actions, or by blocking specific serotonin receptor subtypes have been shown to suppress alcohol-reinforced behavior in rats. During alcohol withdrawal, serotonin release in the nucleus accumbens of rats is suppressed and this reduction is partially reversed by self-administration of alcohol during withdrawal.\(^14\)

**GABA pathway**

GABA is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain. It acts through two receptor subtypes called GABAA and GABAB. Alcohol acts to increase GABA activity in the brain and it does so through two general mechanisms. It can for example, act on the GABA-releasing (i.e., presynaptic) neuron, causing an increase in GABA release; or it can act on the signal-receiving (i.e., postsynaptic) neuron facilitating the activity of the GABAA receptor. The consumption of alcohol is suppressed by compounds that interfere with the actions of the GABAA receptor (i.e., GABAA receptor antagonists) as well as compounds that stimulate the GABAB receptor (i.e., GABAB agonists) in the nucleus accumbens, ventral pallidum, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and amygdala.\(^15\)
Among these regions, the central nucleus of the amygdala is an important brain region involved in the regulation of emotional states. This region is particularly sensitive to suppression of alcohol drinking by compounds acting on the GABA systems (i.e., GABAergic compounds).[^16] It has been found that acute and chronic alcohol exposure indeed results in increases in GABA transmission in this region.[^17,18] In addition, compounds that target a specific component of the GABAA receptor complex (i.e., the α1-subunit) help reduce consumption of alcohol when injected directly into the ventral pallidum, a brain region which receives signals from neurons located in the extended amygdala.[^19,20]

The GABA systems in the brain are altered in situations of chronic alcohol exposure. As an example, in some regions of the brain, the expression of genes that encode components of the GABAA receptor is affected due to alcohol. This has been proven by the changes observed in the subunit composition of the receptor in those regions, the most consistent of which are decreases in α1- and increases in α4-subunits.[^21] The function of GABAA receptors also is regulated by molecules known as neuroactive steroids[^22] that are produced both in the brain and in other organs (i.e., in the periphery). There is a marked increase in the levels of many neuroactive steroids following exposure to alcohol.[^23] Furthermore,[^24] stated that the increase in the activity of neuroactive steroids in the brain is not dependent on their production by peripheral organs. These findings therefore indicate that neuroactive steroids are potential key modulators of the altered GABA function which occurs during development of AD by acting directly at GABAA receptors.[^24]

**Glutamate pathway**

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain and it exerts its effects through several receptor subtypes, including one called the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. Glutamate systems have been known for a long time to be involved in the acute reinforcing actions of alcohol and the effect of alcohol on an organism can be mimicked with the help of NMDA receptor antagonists.[^23] Unlike the case with GABA, alcohol inhibits glutamate activity in the brain. This can be stated from the fact that acute alcohol exposure causes a drop in the extra cellular glutamate levels in a region of the brain called striatum which contains the nucleus accumbens and other structures.[^25] Glutamate mediated signal transmission is suppressed in the central nucleus of the amygdala following acute administration and it is an effect which is enhanced following chronic alcohol exposure.[^26] The glutamate transmission is most likely affected due to alterations in the functions of both NMDA receptors[^27] and another receptor subtype known as metabotropic glutamate subtype 5 receptors.[^28] The fact that NMDA receptors are involved in alcoholism is something to take note of as they also play a role in neuroplasticity, a process characterized by neural reorganization that likely contributes to hyper excitability and craving during alcohol withdrawal.[^29] Compounds targeting the glutamate systems have also begun to be used for treating AD. As an example, the agent acamprosate modulates glutamate transmission by acting on NMDA and/or metabotropic glutamate receptors.[^30] Therefore, by reducing excessive glutamate activity, acamprosate blocks excessive alcohol consumption.

This process appears to depend on the involvement of genes such as Per2, which is typically involved in maintaining the normal daily rhythm (i.e. the circadian clock) of an organism.[^31] Acamprosate’s capability to reduce alcohol consumption has been seen across different species and the drug has been approved for treatment of alcoholism in humans. This is primarily due to its perceived ability to bring about a reduction in alcohol cravings in abstinent alcoholics.[^30]

**Genetics of the reward pathways**

Alcohol addiction and dependence of late has been shown to be affected by the influence of genes. The presence of such genes does not confirm whether a person will turn into an alcohol addict, but there is a high correlation amongst carriers of such genes and alcohol addiction.

Candidate genes suggested in the development of alcohol addiction are involved in the dopaminergic, serotonergic, GABA and glutamate pathways.
Dopamine pathway

In the dopaminergic pathway, one such gene is a dopamine receptor D2 (DRD2) which codes for a receptor of dopamine.

Dopamine is an important neurotransmitter involved in reward mechanism in the brain and thereby influences the development and relapse of AD. The dopamine and serotonin pathways are shown as under [Figure 2].

It is classified as a catecholamine (a class of molecules that serve as neurotransmitters and hormones). It is a monoamine (a compound containing nitrogen formed from ammonia by replacement of one or more of the hydrogen atoms by hydrocarbon radicals). Dopamine is a precursor (forerunner) of adrenaline and a closely related molecule, noradrenalin.

The DRD2 gene on chromosome 11 (q22-q23) has been found to be associated with increased alcohol consumption through mechanisms involving incentive salience attributions and craving in alcoholic patients.[32]

The DRD2 is a G protein-coupled receptor located on postsynaptic dopaminergic neurons that is centrally involved in reward-mediating mesocorticolimbic pathways.[33] The DRD2 gene encodes 2 molecularly distinct isoforms with distinct functions.[34] Signaling through dopamine D2 receptors governs physiologic functions related to locomotion, hormone production and drug abuse.

This DRD2 gene shows polymorphisms of 3 kinds namely: −141c ins/del; Taq1B; Taq1A. The −141c ins/del allele and Taq1A allele have been implicated with higher risks of AD. With regards to the Taq1A allele, AD patients with the DRD2 A (1) allele, are characterized by greater severity of their disorder across a range of problem drinking indices, when compared with patients without this allele.[35] The Taq1A polymorphism has also been implicated in conduct disorder, behavioral phenotype of impulsivity and problematic alcohol/drug use amongst adolescents.[36] Furthermore, this particular allelic variant has been implicated with increased mortality over a 10 year period in AD individuals.[37] The A1 allele of the DRD2 was significantly associated with paternal history of alcoholism ($\chi^2 (1) = 4.66; P = 0.031$) and male, first-degree, collateral history of alcoholism ($\chi^2 (1) = 4.40; P = 0.036$). Age at the onset of alcohol-related problems as main discriminator between type I and type II AD does not seem to be associated by the Taq1A DRD2 polymorphism. However, the A1 allele of the DRD2 may be a marker of male familial alcoholism, which has been associated with type II AD.[38]

Despite its positive correlation, some studies have produced contradictory results. A study conducted by[39] to assess the association of Taq1A polymorphism and AD in south Indian population yielded negative results.[40,41] also did not find any association with Taq1A polymorphism and AD amongst Mexican-Americans. Amongst other studies which have found a negative correlation between Taq1A polymorphism and alcoholism are ones carried out by.[42‑44] Study conducted by[43] found conflicting results regarding Taq1A allele frequency amongst assessed and non-assessed controls and assessed and non-assessed alcoholics in a population study comprising of Han Chinese, Caucasians and Europeans. The Taq1A allele frequency of non-assessed controls was more than that of non-assessed alcoholics. However, the allele frequency of assessed alcoholics was found to be 3 times that of assessed controls. The study by[42,43] found conflicting results for male and female subjects, with female subjects showing AD only on the basis of alcohol disorder.[44] In their study of alcohol-dependence in Polish population reported negative association between Taq1A allele and AD.

The second allele, −141c ins/del has produced much more contradictory results. For example, a study conducted by[45] on Spanish Caucasian AD
patients did not find any association with the gene and treatment outcome of AD patients. Even did not find any association with the – 141c ins/del allele and AD Caucasian men. According to them, evidence cannot be provided that in AD Caucasian men a genetic predisposition for alcoholism along with functional variants of the *DRD2* and *DRD3* genes are associated with differences in dopamine receptor sensitivity. However, a study by in a Mexican-American population had found a significant correlation between –141c ins/del polymorphism and AD patients. The genotype frequency for the *DRD2* –141C ins/del allele was significantly different between alcoholic and control subjects (\(P = 0.007\)). Furthermore, a study conducted by came up with interesting results. According to them, although there were no significant differences in allele frequency between the entire group or subgroups of alcoholics and healthy controls, the – 141c del variant of *DRD2* might be a protective factor against development of withdrawal symptoms. However, it might also be a risk factor in a highly burdened subgroup of alcoholics with a paternal and grand paternal history of alcoholism and it might contribute to the substantially higher likelihood of suicide in alcoholics.

Single-nucleotide polymorphism Taq1B is closer to the regulatory and structural coding regions (5’ region) of the *DRD2* and thus supposed to play an important role in gene function. It has been rarely investigated for its association with AD. Two studies by carried out in Mexican-American population reported conflicting results with regard to the association of this polymorphism with AD. In the study conducted by no allelic or genotypic association of Taq1B polymorphism with AD in North Indians was found, concurring with the findings of which also reported negative association of Taq1B with AD in Mexican-Americans. However, in a subsequent study, the same group reported an association of Taq1B polymorphism with early age of onset for alcohol drinking in Mexican-Americans.

**Serotonin pathway**

Apart from the dopamine pathways, the addiction to alcohol has also been suggested through the serotonin pathways. Serotonin is another neurotransmitter that is affected by many of the drugs of abuse, including cocaine, amphetamines, LSD and alcohol. Serotonin is produced by neurons in the raphe nuclei. Raphe nuclei neurons extend processes to and dump serotonin onto almost the entire brain, as well as the spinal cord. Serotonin plays a role in many brain processes, including regulation of body temperature, sleep, mood, appetite and pain. Problems with the serotonin pathway can cause obsessive-compulsive disorder, anxiety disorders and depression. Serotonin also modulates the behavioral response to unfairness. Most of the drugs used to treat depression today work by increasing serotonin levels in the brain. The image below, shows, the regions of the brain where serotonin reaches [Figure 3].

Chemically, serotonin is a monoamine neurotransmitter, known as 5-HT. It is a derivative of tryptophan and is extensively found in the gastrointestinal tract, platelets and the CNS. Some of the functions of serotonin in the CNS include the regulation of mood, appetite, sleep, as well as muscle contraction. Serotonin also has some cognitive functions, including in memory and learning. Most of the brain serotonin is not degraded after use but is collected by serotonergic neurons by serotonin transporters on their cell surfaces. Studies have revealed nearly 10% of the total variance in anxiety-related personality depends on variations in the description of where, when and how many serotonin transporters the neurons should deploy and the effect of this variation was found to interact with the environment in depression. Serotonin is released into the space between neurons and diffuses over a
relatively wide gap (>20 µm) to activate 5-HT receptors located on the dendrites, cell bodies and presynaptic terminals of adjacent neurons. Serotonergic action is terminated primarily via uptake of 5-HT from the synapse. This is accomplished through the specific monoamine transporter for 5-HT, serotonin transporter (SERT), on the presynaptic neuron.

Recently mutations in the SERT gene, commonly known as 5'-hydroxtryptamine transporter linked polymorphic region (5'-HTTLPR), has been implicated in cases of alcoholism. This gene is found on chromosome 17 at 17q11.1-q12. The 5'-HTT gene has primarily two mutations. One mutation is known as the “long” allele and the other mutation is known as the “short” allele. The difference between the two alleles is that the “short” version of the allele has a 44 bp deletion in the 5’ regulatory region of the gene. This 44 bp deletion occurs 1 kb upstream from the transcription initiation site of the gene. This is depicted through the following diagram [Figure 4].

A study by aimed at looking at the differences in the allele frequency amongst non-alcoholic controls and alcohol-dependent patients in the Yunnan Han population. The study found significant differences in the allele frequency in alcohol-dependent patient and non-alcoholic controls. At (P < 0.05), the proportion of L/L and L/S genotype was significantly smaller in case group than that was in the control group (odds ratio [OR] =0.581, P = 0.026). According to the study, 5'-HTTLPR polymorphism may be associated with AD patients and the genotype L/L or L/S may be a genetic factor that is responsible for decreasing susceptibility of AD in Yunnan Han population.

Another study by aimed to look at the availability of the SERT in patients with AD. In the study, 11 healthy controls and 28 alcoholic patients were recruited. SERT availability was measured in vivo with single photon emission computed tomography and (123) I-labeled 2-((2-((dimethyl-amino) methyl) phenyl)thio)-5-iodophenylamine in the midbrain, thalamus and striatum. In addition to this, each subject was genotyped for the 5'-HTTLPR polymorphism. The study found that when compared with healthy controls, patients with pure AD had a significantly lower availability of SERT in the midbrain. The carriers of one L (long) allele showed a significantly higher availability of SERT in the striatum compared with non-L carriers. The study concludes by stating that pure alcoholics may have lower SERT availability in the midbrain and that the 5'-HTTLPR polymorphism may influence SERT availability in patients with anxiety, depression and AD.

Likewise, in a study on Estonian Children and Adolescents, found a positive correlation between substance abuse amongst the adolescents and the 5'-HTTLPR polymorphism. The study involved 583 children from the Estonian Children Personality Behavior and Health Study who were enrolled at the age of 9 and recalled subsequently at the ages of 15 and 18. According to the study, 5'-HTTLPR had age-dependent effects on alcohol, tobacco and drug use: substance use did not differ by genotype at age 9, but at age 15, the participants with the short (s)/s genotype had higher tobacco use and at age 18, they were more active alcohol, drug and tobacco users.

The findings of the team led by produce similar findings. In their study, 360 treatment-seeking African American male patients with single and co morbid DSM-IV lifetime diagnoses of alcohol, cocaine and heroin dependence and 187 African American male controls were genotyped for the triallelic 5'-HTTLPR functional polymorphism in the 5-HT transporter gene (SLC6A4). The study found that low 5'-HTTLPR activity (P = 0.011, OR = 2.5 [1.3-4.6]) due to the presence of the short allele, were more common in men with alcohol drug dependence compared with controls.
However, the study by\textsuperscript{[58]} produced rather contradictory results. In their study, college students ($N = 360; 192$ women) self-reported on drinking motives and negative life events for up to $4$ years through an Internet survey. Study participants provided saliva for genotyping the triallelic (LA vs. LG or S) variants of 5-HTTLPR. The study found that among men, individuals with two risk alleles (LG or S), compared with individuals with the LA/LA allele displayed lower drinking-to-cope motives. Among women, individuals with one risk allele (either LG or S), compared with individuals with the LA/LA allele, displayed stronger drinking-to-enhance motives. The association between yearly changes in negative life events and drinking-to-cope motives varied across 5-HTTLPR genotype and gender and was strongest in the positive direction for women with the LA/LA variant. The study concludes by stating that their findings are not consistent with prior speculation that stronger positive associations between life stress and alcohol use among individuals with the LG or S allele are the result of increased use of alcohol as a method for coping with stress. The study goes on to add that the more research is needed in understanding the gender differences in relating 5’-HTTLPR polymorphism with substance abuse.

Likewise, in the study carried out by\textsuperscript{[59]} which aimed at understanding the role of 5’-HTTLPR polymorphism with risky alcohol use in adolescence, there was no correlation with drinking to cope motives and the 5’-HTTLPR polymorphism. The study however found a positive correlation with drinking to cope motives and the Taq1A polymorphism of the DRD2 gene.

The results of the aforementioned study was therefore in complete contrast to the results published by\textsuperscript{[60]} which found a positive correlation of the short (S) allele with binge-drinking behavior, drinking more alcohol per occasion, as well as drinking to get drunk more often.

The SERT gene or SERT, also known as SLC6A4 has another polymorphism in intron 2. This polymorphism has therefore appropriately been named as serotonin intron 2 (STin2). It is a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR) with three distinct alleles. These alleles are of 9 base pair repeats, 10 base pair repeats as well as 12 base pair repeats. The 9 base pair repeat is extremely rare and in statistical studies, often clubbed with the 10 base pair repeat.

Recently, a study by\textsuperscript{[45]} found an association between STin2 polymorphism and treatment outcome in AD patients. According to study, the SLC6A4 STin2 12/12 carriers, showed poor 6-month time point treatment outcome (32.8% in the good outcome group vs. 64.0% in the poor outcome group). On the other hand, patients having the 10/10 genotype had a better treatment outcome. The study concludes by stating that the functional polymorphism of the SLC6A4 gene may have an influence on treatment outcome in AD patients.

However, a subsequent study by\textsuperscript{[61]} found no role of STin2 VNTR polymorphism in AD. In the study, 165 AD patients, 113 heroin dependent patients and 420 healthy controls from a homogeneous Spanish Caucasian population were genotyped using standard methods. The study found that genotypic frequencies of STin2 VNTR polymorphism did not differ significantly across the three groups. The study concludes by stating that their data does not support a role of serotonergic polymorphisms in AD.

GABA pathway

GABA or GABA is the third neurotransmitter whose functioning is critical in understanding the genetics of alcohol addiction. GABA as a neurotransmitter has been long known to be affected by alcohol consumption. Recently, two sub types of the GABAA receptor have come into the spotlight for showing what can possibly be a genetic predisposition to alcohol addiction. These two subtypes are namely GABA A receptor $\alpha_1$ (GABRA1) and GABA A receptor $\alpha_6$ (GABRA6). The gene encoding GABRA1 is located on chromosome 5 at 5q34-35 while the gene encoding GABRA6 is located on the same chromosome at 5q34. According to a study by,\textsuperscript{[62]} a significant correlation was found with the GABRA1 genotype and Collaborative Study of the Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA) AD, history of blackouts, age at first drunkenness as well as the level of response to alcohol. The study concludes by stating that the efforts to characterize genetic contributions to AD may benefit by examining alcohol-related behaviors in addition to clinical AD.

Furthermore, a study on Korean population by\textsuperscript{[63]} found a positive association between alcoholism and...
the GABRA1 and GABRA6 receptors. According to the researchers, genetic polymorphisms of the GABAA \( \alpha_1 \) and GABAA \( \alpha_6 \) receptor gene may be associated with the development of alcoholism and that the GG genotype of the GABAA \( \alpha_1 \) receptor gene play a vital role in the development of the early onset and the severe type of alcoholism.

Another study on Taiwanese Han population found similar results. In the study conducted by\[[64]\] it was found that GABRA6 and GABRA1 genes account for alcohol susceptibility in Han and exert their genetic influences in a somewhat dominant and synergistic fashion.

However, not all studies have produced favorable results. In a study conducted by\[[65]\] which looked at the data collected from a large number of multiplex, alcoholic families under the COGA, no association was found between the GABRA1 and GABRA6 markers and AD. Similarly, another study conducted by\[[66]\] found no association between the genes encoding GABRA1 and GABRA6 with alcoholism.

Glutamate pathway

The fourth pathway which interests us and is of note for alcohol addiction is the pathway of glutamate. There have been some studies conducted into the involvement of this pathway in the process of alcohol addiction. According to one study published by\[[67]\] physical dependence, which refers to the pharmacological tolerance induced by chronic alcohol intake, results in AWS and is neurobiologically supported by the imbalance between GABA and glutamate-NMDA neurotransmission.

In addition, one of the latest studies on this pathway found an association between a polymorphism in the promoter of a glutamate receptor subunit gene and alcoholism. The study was conducted by\[[68]\] and the study found that short alleles were significantly less frequent among AD subjects. The study concludes by stating that it was the 1\textsuperscript{st} time that such an association was found with the stated polymorphism and AD.

Conclusion

The field of neurotransmitters is a highly active field of research nowadays. Different alleles of the genes in the various pathways are being studied in different population groups across the world. However, what remains to be seen is a definitive consensus on a causative allele of alcoholism. There are conflicting reports in this regard with different population groups having different alleles as risk factors. Moreover, new alleles are also being discovered wherein an association exists between the stated allele and alcoholism. As a reviewer, I would suggest one possible way to overcome much of the conflicting reports would be to perform studies with a much larger sample size. Such efforts are hampered by inadequate funding, so collaborative efforts on a national scale, combining the skills and infrastructures of different hospitals and psychiatric care centers could potentially overcome this problem.

A broad consensus does exist as to the involvement of various neurotransmitter pathways, but defining the precise causative alleles or groups of alleles in the genes of the particular neurotransmitter pathways involved in alcoholism is a challenge to be overcome in the coming years.

Limitation of the Review

The review of the papers presented does carry some inherent biases which I shall henceforth disclose:
- Publication bias: Papers were selected by a rigorous search of PubMed. Grey literature and papers unavailable in an electronic format were not searched
- Selection bias: The pathways of dopamine, serotonin, GABA and glutamate; the specific alleles of the genes involved in the pathways were selected due to prior work performed in my graduate dissertation at a premier hospital in India
- Language bias: Only English sources were searched. Non-English sources were not searched.
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